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To Laszlo. We miss you.

More than 10 years ago, the Arcus took off for its
maiden flight. Since then, we have built more than 300
Arcus and got loads of positive feedback from pilots
enjoying the Arcus all over the World. They love
its looks, the spacious cockpit, its agility and the
Arcus’ exceptional low speed climbing and
high-speed performance! In this issue, we share
with you how we have just made the Arcus even
better.

Our Global climate and the environment are
causing huge waves in media and politics. While
we, as gliding enthusiasts, have been primarily using
wind and solar energy for more than a hundred years,

building gliders still needs energy and causes emissions.
In recent years, we have already invested heavily in en-
ergy- and emission-saving measures and will continue
to do so. Unfortunately, materials such as e.g. carbon

fibre and glass fibre come with a climate gas foot-
print and there are other CO2 emissions that
also cannot yet be avoided without stopping our
production altogether.

We have therefore decided to neutralise these
remaining CO2 emissions, making Schempp-
Hirth a climate neutral company. In doing so, we

engage to protect large areas of rain forest in
Brasil and support an initiative of the German Federal

Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development. 

For details, please check https://www.schempp-
hirth.com/en/company/climate-protection/.

Oh yeah, and finally, congratulations to my brother
Tilo, you are Sailplane Grand Prix World Champion on
the Ventus!

Enjoy reading this issue!

Yours, 

Do it better.
Editorial
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Whether clubs aim for achieving OLC top positions or private pilot teams plan record
flights, competition results or interesting safari flights – the Arcus provides the ideal
means to put these ideas into practice.

Arcus Renewed
We made the Arcus even better
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Since the Arcus was first flown 10 years ago, perform-
ance benchmarks in the Two-Seater Class have been re-
defined, proven by countless titles in national and
international championships. After more than 300 deliv-
ered units, Schempp-Hirth decided to enhance it by a num-
ber of aerodynamical and functional details.

Enhanced and Improved.

The now smaller, thinner and therefore less resistant el-
evator and the new winglets developed with Dr. Mark
Maughmer improve the already legendary flight charac-
teristics of the Arcus. Together with the bug wiper garages
and the optional slimmer canopy, the overall performance
of the Arcus could be significantly increased.

The electric retractable undercarriage now fitted as stan-
dard makes retracting the wheel a breeze. An emergency
system with integrated backup battery allows the landing
gear to be extended safely even if the electronics or the
main battery should fail.

Your Declaration of Independence. With 2 seats.

Even as powerful self-starter, the Arcus convinces with
powerful, very agile and harmonious gliding characteristics
and leading climbing ability.

Motorised versions of the Arcus can now take off with up
to 850 kg. The additional 50 kg that can be added for
even better high-speed performance will hardly be noticed
by pilots in take-off or when thermaling. Self-sealing water
inlet valves now allow to lay down a wing, so comfortable,
and autonomous taxiing for take-off is now also possible
with filled water ballast.

A propeller stopper and a new ILEC engine control unit
with large colour display make operating the system child’s
play even in difficult situations. In case of problems, clear
text messages provide comprehensive assistance.

Those who only require a reliable sustainer system in-
stead of self-launch capability can chose the Turbo System
as alternative, which is also very simple to use and has
proven itself a thousand times over.

High Performance Cockpit.

Most Arcus pilots spend many hours per flight on the
plane. Comfort and ergonomics are therefore essential. In
cooperation with Ottenwälder und Ottenwälder, a leading
industrial design agency, the Arcus cockpit was given a
complete review. The interior now features a modern, tech-
nical-elegant carbon fibre finish.

The new front seat backrest is infinitely adjustable at any
time, providing more comfort and additional space for the
front seat. Newly created ergonomic handles improve the
handling of essential controls such as flaps, air brakes and
engine.

The redesigned, consistent and non-reflective labels
were also reduced to a minimum amount. This gives the
cockpit a tidier appearance, provides more clarity and in-
creases the pilots’ power of concentration.

Checklists and data tables have been collected and re-
located into a booklet that is magnetically fixed at each
seat, which increases both comfort and safety by making
the content easier accessible.

A Slimmer canopy , updated “Maughmer II” winglets plus a
smaller, thinner new stabilizer make the Arcus even more

sporty than before!



In April, I had the opportunity to test the new Arcus in Nitra as a member of the C-
Kader (german junior competition training group) directly in competition. With Tilo Ho-
lighaus, I had also one of the best coach I could imagine.

The bugwipers are now integrated in the skin
of the fuselage.

The new propeller stopper makes the auto-
matic stopping and retracting of the engine
even more reliable.

Flight report by P. Goralski
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Working with industrial designers from Ottenwälder und Ottenwälder helped us to rethink mandatory
placards, check-lists and handles for a better user experience in real life, i.e. in flight.

After a long and wild drive with a car breakdown, Tilo
and me finally arrived just in time for the opening
briefing in Nitra. Shortly before, we quickly put the
plane together. Already here, the innovations come
into play. The main gear is not anymore extended with
the usual mechanical handle but by a fully electric sys-
tem. 

There is now a switch with LEDs on both panel in-
struments for gear position. Operation is very simple
and nothing can go wrong with protection mecha-
nisms in the digital controller. The switch has a neutral
position and can be moved up to retract and down to

extend. The LEDs above and below the switch indicate
the status, whether retracted, extended or in motion.
To avoid unintentional retraction or extension, the
switch must be pressed for 2 seconds to run the sys-
tem. And nothing can happen on the ground, because
the controller recognizes that the main wheel is
loaded. This system uses the engine battery and takes
approx. 10 seconds to make the gear in or out. In case
of any power/sensors failure, there is a full redun-
dancy system with dedicated backup battery (good for
a dozen of operations) and a second switch on the
right cockpit wall of front seat to completely override
the main.
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Briefing done, we are back on the grid, quickly program-
ing the flight computer. Just few minutes to become more
familiar with the glider. Externally, especially the new
winglets stand out. These are very similar to the Ventus-3
winglets, but are a completely new development adapted
to Arcus wingtip airfoil and Reynolds numbers. They are
much more swept back compared to the original design
and this refines the view when looking right or left from the
cockpit : It just looks fast! Even from the outside, the overall
shape is just right and the new winglets give the Arcus wing
the last kink to perfe  ction. Less visible is the reduced by 10%
and therefore slimmer elevator with complete new airfoil. A
nicely “hidden” design. But a closer look shows also that
there is no more this typical Schempp-Hirth “cap” in the
middle of the elevator flap. It is now built in two parts and
glued together in the middle.

Take off in 30 minutes now... Let’s find a good seating
position and then prepare mentally for a competition flight.
Adjustment of the front seat backrest is now held by an “in
flight infinitely positions” pneumatic system. This eliminates
the cable, which formerly led from the left side wall on the
backrest to the right side wall.

In this cockpit you feel like home. The seating position on
the front seat is good, now there is more space due to the
missing seat and gear levers, and the carbon-look cockpit
in combination with the beautiful red interior cushions looks
great. The cockpit is now very neat by the non-existent var-
ious stickers and placards on the sides. These informations
are now “space-saving”, clearly summarized in a smart
Booklet located in a holder on the left side wall of both
seats. Here is now a checklist that you can really hold in
your hand and read in real life. A quick view and touch of
the new designed handles for flaps and airbrake : these feel
good to the touch. Especially with the airbrakes, you get

now a much better grip. The trim lever is now a small "push
lever" instead of the typical “ball”. And I found it unfortu-
nately very unergonomic and bad to grab. I hope that this
does not come in the series.

Ok let’s put down the front instrument panel, now nicely
suspended from the bottom when you put him down, and
check if my 1.94m fits into this “flatter canopy”… Ok, I had
to trade off my trendy cap to the typical glider pilot’s hat to
avoid obstruction when I turn the head so yes I fit! And I
admit that's a small sacrifice for an incredible “Arcus-a like”
feeling... As the cockpit frame is still the same, you can still
choose both canopies versions. But definitely the lateral sil-
houette of this sailplane is thus flatter and looks sportier.
And in front view, the cockpit has become a little bit smaller.
Yes the back part of the canopy does not fit 100% perfectly
to the shape of the fuselage but it is hardly noticeable.

Time to take off, the Arcus selflauncher has plenty of
horsepower and, as expected, retracting gear is now a
breeze. The Arcus comes now with the modern ILEC motor
control unit with full LCD display. This is not only much
clearer than the old system, but you get also some semi-
automatically performed check like for the ignition system.
Bring the engine to the specified RPM, start the automated
magneto check, wait a moment and you're done. The main
engine management information can now be read clearly
altogether instead of this rolling information we had before.
Finally, error messages are now displayed as full text in
plain language, rather than cryptic codes and LEDs.

A very important change is also the introduction of an au-
tomatically operated propeller “finger stopper”. This stop-
per ensures that each process of retraction will succeed with
no more typical “skipping over” the vertical position of the
propeller. The automatic brake becomes now almost obso-
lete, but is still installed. Probably for redundancy reasons.
The automatic has worked very reliably every day.

Coming to flying the new Arcus : it flies just as well as I
was used to from the original Arcus. The new horizontal tail
works good. In climbing, I noticed this typical feedback with
light shake if you fly too slow. This feedback is very valuable
for efficient climbing and was close to nonexistent on the
original elevator as far as I remember. Good point is thinner
profile will also make this elevator less “mosquito sensi-
tivite”. Tilo made a funny comparison after an Arcus team
flight and the new horizontal stabilizer has caught 50% less
mosquitoes than the original one. One of the most impor-
tant benefit of this new elevator is the much better trimma-
bility of the aircraft, for both fast and slow speeds. This way,
the Arcus seems more “relaxed” than before, asking for less
rudder pressure.

The redundancy system for electric operation is situated
on the front seat right cockpit wall and operates a dedi-
cated backup battery.

“... this refines the view when
looking right or left from the cock-
pit : It just looks fast!” “the Arcus seems more “re-

laxed” than before, asking for less
rudder pressure.”
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On this 1st day in Nitra, it was very tedious for us, but the

relaxed behavior of the Arcus allowed us to fly “well” despite
the less than optimal conditions. During the flight, we wanted
to test the new bugwipers system. The blades are now fully
integrated in the fuselage skin. Unfortunately, we had prob-
lems with the electric drive system. Tilo told me that the mis-
take was found in the factory and the bugwipers now work
much more properly.

The next competition days we had wonderful flights over
Slovakia. The Arcus lets you really feel where the thermals
are, so we usually centered the core in the first circle. Feeling
was the new Arcus climbed a little bit better than the compe-

tition. After five days of competition, we finished third place
in the double-seat class. We could not try the increased max-
imum take-off weight of 850kg, as this is not permitted dur-
ing Double Seaters competitions.

In conclusion, Schempp-Hirth has made this sailplane
much better in many details. Above all, the electric gear sys-
tem, the propeller finger stopper, and the wider trimmability
are crucial for me. Despite this design update, the Arcus still
flies as expected : simple, beautiful and even more harmo-
nious.

Have a seat, fly, and feel good. The trim lever will hope-
fully land as a failed design experiment and not in the se-
ries.

  

  Philip Goralski

Winglets have been updated to design “Maughmer II”,
very similar to Ventus-3, the wings just look fast!

In this cockpit you feel immediately “home”.

“Have a seat, fly,
and feel good.”
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Cockpit design
By Ottenwälder und Ottenwälder

Flying in a high performance glider requires a high degree of
concentration. Especially in stressful situations, peace and clarity
is essential pilot’s safety but also for competitive advantage.
Therefore, the top priority in designing the new Arcus Cockpit is
the self-explanatory functionality as well as the reduction of the
structural complexity in the interior.

Clearer.

Instead of the usual and numerous stickers and tables dis-
patched on the cabin walls, we combined all relevant informa-
tion in a booklet, creating a much more tidy and elegant
appearance, and giving real access to content which was hardly
readable before in real life. The dark carbon look finish of the
interior is also not just for the style : it characterizes a very high
quality and at the same time reduces unwanted reflections in the
canopy. This way, the design increases the real utility value prom-
ise of the cockpit interior.

Touch and feel.

We also introduced a modular, haptic and visually pleasing
handle concept, with colored coding rings, related to the assign-
ment to different functions. The ergonomic optimized shape is
designed first for safe operation. The handle volume is suitable
for vigorous, spontaneous embrace as well as for the resting po-
sition of the hand.

Both the look and feel of the new interaction elements, like
handles and booklet, allow a clear identification with the brand
Schempp-Hirth and reinforce a significant Schempp-Hirth feeling
inside the cockpit.

Due to the strict formal canon and the renunciation of fash-
ionable accents, all design elements are optically very sustain-
ably defined. The implied longevity of the design allows the pilots
to feel up-to-date and safe in the cockpit at all times. This is an
important aspect in terms of the general acceptance and long-
term use of the new Arcus models.

In the fiercely competitive global market, companies are suc-
cessful that not only develop forward-looking ideas, but also im-
plement them attractively and bring them to the market. Good
design is a fundamental basis for business success and the as-
sociated brand.

Good design creates a lasting impression and works beyond
mere function - against arbitrariness and against forgetting.
     

Cockpit becomes very neat partly
thanks to the “space saving” booklet
summarizing numerous checklists and
information.

Designed first for safe operation, up-
dated ergonomic volume and shape of
new handles for flaps and airbrakes
are also part of the identification of the
Schempp-Hirth feeling.

Ottenwälder und Ottenwälder
Industrial Design

https://ottenwaelder.de/en/
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You always need new inputs and new ideas when decision is made to update a design. Around Christoph Wan-
nenmacher’s engineers team, the “fathers” of the Arcus, young employees and students engineers joined with
DLR, Stuttgart University and Pennsylvania University.

New Winglets New Stabiliser

Who? My name is Kaj Thiemann, I'm flying within
Fliegergruppe Wolf Hirth at Hahnweide Airfield in Kirch-
heim. I'm still taking gliding lessons and this year I
achieved a big step: my first solo flight. Since 2015, I'm
studying Aerospace Engineering at the University of
Stuttgart. At Schempp-Hirth I absolved a professional in-
ternship.

What? I mainly worked with the engineers, which also
included the cooperation with the production team. Dur-
ing that internship I got the chance to get a quick glimpse
of different aspects of the company. Starting very practi-
cal in the wing section of the production and continuing
very theoretically with drag polars. In the meantime I de-
signed a special key for an easier installation of a nut in
the wing. In the end, I worked on my most exiting and
responsible task during the internship, which is designing
a three-dimensional model of the winglets of the new
Arcus.

Experience ok? During my studies I was always
given exercises that were strongly simplified. In third se-
mester I had to design a high pressure turbine on my
own... I always knew that those tasks were broken down.
However, in my time at Schempp-Hirth I had to consider
everything relevant, which sometimes was troubling.

What’s next? Finishing my Master's degree in Aero-
space Engineering and after that... maybe Schempp-
Hirth would embrace a female engineer...

Who? Hi, my name is Markus and I started flying
gliders at the age of 14 at the LSV Schwarzwald. My in-
terest in aircraft grew with every minute in the cockpit,
therefore I studied BEng Aeronautical Engineering at the
TH Ingolstadt and deepened my knowledge by studying
MSc Aircraft Design at the HAW Hamburg.

What? For my master thesis Chirstoph Wan-
nemacher offered me the design of the stabilizer of the
new Arcus20 and boost production efficiency by inte-
grating a new heating technology from the DLR into the
production moulds. I carefully analysed the require-
ments from an aircraft manufacturing viewpoint and
adapted the heating accordingly. After 6 months of ex-
periments, prototyping, computer aided design work
and manual labour the moulds including the heating
were ready for production. Three weeks later Tilo and I
sat in the cockpit of the new Arcus20 - both of us with a
big smile on our faces.

Experience ok? Over these 6 months I learned a lot
about glider aircraft design and manufacturing. I
learned how important the expertise and motivation of
each team member is for building those elegant aircraft.

What’s next? I am now working as an Aerodynam-
ics Engineer at Airbus Defence and Space. After a time
out due to knee surgery I am looking forward to flying
gliders again. Who knows - maybe even one with "my"
stabilizer?

With Kaj Thiemann With Markus Maier
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TopMeteo now on board
Interview of Jon Meis from TopMeteo team

In the jungle of Apps and web services, from “for free” (Nothing is for free) to “you get what you paid for”, Top-
Meteo was one of the first service to make online “friendly” weather prediction for the dumb pilots we all are, with
not any knowledge about weather science, in just one clic. 

Competition is now harder as ever with new contenders but still, the philosophy of “making it simple”, is the branding root of
TopMeteo. And now you can enjoy these services and more, not only on your computer, but also on your favorite Moving Map
from LXNAV or Naviter, and you get also an App as simple as possible to get the last satellite picture available even with the
worst “Edge connection” ever...

TopMeteo “layer” on typical
LXNAV moving map

TopMeteo “layer” on typical
Naviter Oudie

TopMetSat App for iOs and
Androïd smartphones

How TopMeteo was born?

Jon Meis: TopMeteo is owned by Bernd Goretzki and
me. We met on a trainings camp of the national team be-
fore the German national championships in 1996 at Lüsse.
At that time, still a student of meteorology, I had one of
these early websites on a university’s computer. This site
explained, how to derive soaring forecasts from freely
available forecast charts and the theory of good conditions
as well. Bernd asked me, after introducing himself as a fly-
ing meteorologist, if we should both work on soaring fore-
casts. It was the time when at an OSTIV met panel meeting
the idea of the potential flight distance (PFD) was born.

First, the Thermikinfo, the daily seasonal newsletter for Ger-
many, was launched in 1997 to other glider pilots. Later,
in 2002 a simple area forecast for nine regions in Ger-
many was introduced. We both worked in our free time on
this service, earning our money with other jobs.

What is the philosophy you wanted to introduce then ? 

JM: The philosophy is simple and straight forward. We
want to provide forecast data as simple as possible. We
want to display the necessary information on only a few,
but essential charts. We do want pilots to fly, and not to be-
come a hobby meteorologist. Therefore, in 2005, when PC 
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hardware got more powerful, we decided to make our

own forecasts by running our own weather model chain.
One part of our philosophy is to offer all charts and maps
in a similar size and geographic projection which makes it
much easier to compare model output for instance with a
satellite picture.

The most important aspect at the end is to create simple
products from which you can assess at a glance whether
or not a day is good for flying and how. Potential Flight Dis-
tance was one brick in the wall, Potential VFR Hours for pi-
lots flying VFR is another. Look at only one forecast map
and see, if the day is good for you and go flying!

What are the new functions you recently introduced? 

JM: Our focus last winter was a data uplink to the
“LX90xx” family and to the “Oudie”. We have a long en-
during cooperation with LXNAV and NAVITER so it was log-
ical to integrate our satellite imagery and other services into
these devices. A lot of pilot demands were satisfied with this
integration. On the other hand, we are very happy with our
App TopMetSat which provides access to the current
weather conditions in-flight. The App cares about connec-
tivity and downloads the latest images, even if only a sparse
connection via mobile is available. In our ongoing devel-
opments we focus on improvements in the backend pro-
cessing of data. Debugging errors or improving algorithms
is work, which results in more accurate forecasts but cannot
directly be seen as a new function. And there is a lot of work
ongoing.

How a typical TopMeteo forecast is made?

JM: The chain is initialized by a global weather model,
which is available via internet. Our embedded regional
weather model produces the diagnostic and prognostic
data fields, which are needed for a high-quality soaring
weather forecast. The regional model has its own physics,
topography and numeric. Physics means computations of
solar radiation and its way through the atmosphere,
boundary layer physics, cloud physics, which is production
of cloud droplets, rain, snow etc. and many more
processes. In a last step we utilize a special convection
model to simulate thermals, updrafts, cloud base and
more. With these multi-dimensional data, we produce reli-
able and detailed forecasts, specialized for the needs of
airports. Understanding thermals, the weather and the
processes in the lower troposphere is essential.

XCountry speed is mainly based on average lift speed,
how do you predict the strength of the lift?

JM: The PFD “Potential Flight Distance” (in hourly form,
it is equivalent to the XCountry speed) is based on multiple
factors. And the strength of the lift is one main driver. It is
directly forecasted within our unique convection model, I
mentioned before. Within this model, a bubble of warm air
is rising in a modified model sounding. So, the strength of
the lift is the average rising air speed between about 200
meters AGL and cloud base, reduced by the sink rate of a
circling glider. An average lift has its origin in an average
overheated air, resulting in a superadiabatic gradient close
to the ground. Special soil and ground circumstance, like
sandy ground, may produce even more overheated air so
that some thermals may have a double strength, compared
to the calculated average value. So don’t be ashamed if
you beat the PFD, you can find better lift than simulated in
the regional average of the forecast location. Another as-
pect is that we adapted our forecasts to the skills of pilots
who are not at the very upper end. There is only one Se-
bastian Kawa around the world!

Also, some days, sink between thermals is very strong,
is it predictable and if yes is it integrated in the PFD?

JM: Sink between the thermals is a direct coupled func-
tion of the strength of the lift. It may spread all over the
space between the updrafts as a weak sink. Or its concen-
trated to a small area, mainly in the surrounding of the up-
drafts. All this is experienced by the pilots and cannot be
simulated directly. 

Jon and Bernd in the late 90s, who could predict these
two young guys would participate actively to the web
service revolution we all use today in our briefings!

“The philosophy is simple and
straight forward. We want to provide
forecast data as simple as possible.”



This is one part of the pilot’s job to assimilate this fact
and try finding the right energy lines - the ones with less
sink, to make the best of it. A different situation is given, if
waves above the convection level influence the thermals
below. But therefore, you need to simulate wave positions
in accordance with reality. In mountainous regions the
simulation of wave triggered thermal downdrafts might
work sometimes, in flat terrain with dynamically induced
waves it is more or less impossible.

In what kind of weather conditions is it still difficult to
predict a reliable forecast for gliding sport?

JM: The most difficult weather conditions are those with
deep convection. When showers or thunderstorms de-
velop, you never know where and when. There are re-
gional models with high temporal and spatial resolution
which simulate showers and thunderstorm explicitly. They
pretend an enormous accuracy simulating the thunder-
storm cloud, the precipitation and the wind gusts. Even the
cirrus capping is simulated very well. But reality will tell
you that often, the thunderstorm will appear at another lo-
cation and time. Remember, the model result is just a “best
guess”. Apart from orographically (terrain) induced heat
thunderstorms and typical frontal conditions, every ap-
pearance of showers and thunderstorms is more simulated
by random. The appearance in the forecast has to be as-
similated by pilots as a probability of occurrence. The rest
has to be overlooked and monitored in flight - a good rea-
son to use the TopMetSat-App.

Some people say for some areas your service is not ac-
curate, is there a possibility to give you feedbacks to
help you make system better? 

JM: Forecasting is a difficult task. Forecasts are accurate
or sometimes inaccurate. Accuracy has so many depend-
encies (data assimilation, numerical issues during simula-

tion, ...). Incorrect forecast come from the trial to discre-
tised 4-dimensional non-linear physics into a gridded
forecast system with mainly linear approximations and
time steps. So you can imagine what a 1 degree Celsius
difference to expected temperature or a difference in ex-
pected relative moisture can do…

It is still difficult for us to identify precisely the recurrent
error coming from the model and where it can come from.
In the next seasons, we are hoping to use IGC files asso-
ciated with machine learning to improve the model. But
for now, we are improving our forecasts for mountainous
regions with a higher resolution in the simulation. There
is currently too much "virtual" snow and ice forecasted for
example. And showers and thunderstorms within the
model physics are developing too early in daytime. All this
disturbs the homogeneous appearance of the PFD with ar-
tificial, and finally non-existing phenomena.

You also make service for general aviation, is the ap-
proach different than for gliding sport?

JM: The VFR-flying of the General Aviation is totally dif-
ferent from gliding. Glider pilots want to fly for flying. For
a lot of these pilots, flying the glider is for the exhilarating
feeling in final glide, having squeezed the maximum out
of the day. Flying powered airplanes is mostly, apart from
aerobatics or towing, for relaxed flying to extraordinary
places to escape the daily routine. Or pilots fly for business
purposes. In both cases pilots of the general aviation tend
to fly much more often in marginal weather conditions.
So, forecasting of marginal weather conditions is the focus
of TopMeteo for this user group. We, me and Bernd, both
fly powered airplanes to check the forecasts and share our
experience with marginal conditions. Sometimes, you will
find articles about that in magazines or on our blog. We
see our forecasts as a contribution to flight safety, while
gliding forecasts are mainly for empowerment.
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Today, not only TopMeteo Team is checking TopMe-
teo predictions for gliding sport with Bernd Goret-
zki leader of the German OLC in 2019,
cumulating 6 flights with more than 1000pts each
on the Ventus-2cM !!!

They are also flying more and more VFR power air-
crafts to fine tune their services and help pilots for
the safety of General Aviation.

www.topmeteo.eu

www.topmeteo.eu
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How to get TopMetSat App on my phone?

Software: you need a valid TopMeteo account with the TopMetSat App option (eg: “Europ Superflat).
① download TopMetSat from Google Play (for Androids) or App Store (for iOs).
② open TopMeteo website, log in, go to your profile and look for “TopMeteo App Security Codes”. Two codes are
available to connect another device to your services.
③ open the App on your phone and go to “New Connection”.
④ enter your “username and your “TopMeteo App Security Codes” then “Connect Now”.
⑤ click on the top left arrow and you are all set up. 
⑥ select the feature and the region you want to visualise, then press “Download”.

How to get TopMeteo on Naviter SeeYou for PC?

PC configuration : you need a TopMeteo account and SeeYou for PC licence version 8.0 minimum.
① go to Tools> TopMeteo and just enter your TopMeteo username.
② the weather will be downloaded automatically. 
③ to enable weather overlay, be sure to select the option "M" in the map layout (bottom left corner).

How to get TopMeteo on Oudie?

Oudie configuration : you need Oudie with software version 9.10 minimum.
① connect your Oudie to PC or Mac with USB cable.
② in “My Devices”, select the “Europe (TopMeteo)” weather forecast. 
③ then on your Oudie, enable weather layer.

How to get TopMeteo on LXNAV computers?

Hardware : you need LX computer with firmware version 7.00 plus WiFi option and a smartphone enabled to
share data by WiFi (with data available...).
Software : you need a valid TopMeteo account with services for your flight area.
① on your phone, activate your sharing WiFi data connectivity (your phone is now an “Internet Box”).
② have a LX connect or Facebook or Naviter active account (if not make one now before going further).
③ on LX go to Setup/Hardware/WiFi and connect the LX to the WiFi network generated by your phone.
④ on LX go to Setup/LXconnect, you will have to use the QR code which redirect you to web page.
⑤ on the webpage activate your services (you need your login for each service).
⑥ when each service is confirmed, switch off/on your LX computer, you have now access to meteo layer.

How to add TopMeteo overlay to my LX flight page?

① activate your sharing data connectivity by WiFi on your phone.
② have a LX connect or Facebook or Naviter active account (if not make one now before going further).
③ on LX go to Setup/Hardware/WiFi and connect the LX to your WiFi network generated by your phone.
④ on LX go to Setup/LXconnect you will have to use the QR code which redirect you to web page.
⑤ on the webpage activate your services (you need your login for each service).
⑥ when each service is confirmed, switch off/on your LX computer.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=eu.topmeteo.topmetsat&hl=fr
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/topmetsat/id1184573658


Minimoa: Hi Tilo, first before we talk about this ex-
perimental competition, how is flying Pavullo?

Tilo: The area around Pavullo is very beautiful but also
quite demanding. To the south high mountains of the Apenin
(Monte Cimone, 2165 meter high), east and west high hills
and steep valleys with very little outlanding possibilities.
However most of the time it was possible to escape to the
low and flat area to the north.

Can your remind us the rules of this new champi-
onship and do you think things could be improved
for further editions?

Tilo: In general it was a “normal” gliding competition with
only Speed Tasks, however it was allowed to use up to 2 kWh

of batteries energy without penalties during the task. That’s
approximately half of the FES system battery capacity. Before
crossing the startline and after crossing the finish ring (which
often was located north of Pavullo in landable terrain - a
great safety feature) we could also use our engine “for free”.
A new scoring system was tried using cumulated time instead
of points - somehow like the Tour de France. At the begin-
ning we were somewhat “suspicious” but it worked out fairly
good. However this system encouraged to fly rather conser-
vative : winning by not loosing - big mistakes will throw you
out of the scores without real chances to catch up the next
days. Therefore, for future e-glide event, we discussed pos-
sibility of some additional time bonus for the daily winner.
Advantage of the simple cumulated time scoring is the easy

          
         
          

       
 

       
  

          
         

          
          

      
         
        
          
       

         
         
           
          
           
             

          
           

        

14 First E-Glide Event

Minimoa No. 5, Nov. 2019
with Tilo Holighaus

Does it runs its e-engine or not? You have no clue as soon
as you are 1km away... so leaching or not leaching?...

First E-Glide Event
Tilo flies the Discus-2c FES in a new kind of competition

The first E-glide event was organised in Pavullo, Italy, just south-west of Bologna, in the northern part of the Ap-
penins mountains in early September 2019. Weather conditions were already very autumnals but somewhat
perfect for a real life test of this, still sailplane racing, but from another “point of view”. Indeed, IGC group in
charge of testing this new kind of gliders wanted to reach one goal at first: Making a different game you usually
do in all other FAI classes. But is it really the case?

So not 1000pts for daily winner any more, but elapsed time accumulating day after day. Outlanding becomes hardly an
issue as you get a use of 2kWh daily allowance with no penalty, and if you use more, you get penalty time per Watt used
in excess.

And in case you really outland (running low on power or because of weather issues), you will get no more than 20% more
flight time than the worst finisher and that’s all.

But from these few lines of rules on a paper to real life, how did it work and can we really expect this experimental class to
become healthy, or is it just another try expected to collapse like the World Class in its time?



         
     

        
         
         

       
           

      

         
        

  

         
            

        
        

         
          
          

         
           

         
        
           

           
        
         

         

way to penalize excessive use of engine, above the 2 kWh
limit. Finally, although I’m not a friend of sailplanes class
with index handicap, I must admit that the used system of
handicapping worked surprisingly good with that time scor-
ing system.

Did your experience in GP competitions helped you
during this e-glide?

Tilo: Yes and no... we started the races by Regatta style,
so my training to optimize altitude, time and speed while
crossing the start line helped me. During the flight only little
“GP-feeling” came up. First of all we all got separated fairly
quickly due to different (handicapped) glider performance
and especially because of completely different way of use of
the engine, which actually was great fun! However, knowing
that everybody started at the same time, you had a pretty
good picture about your current performance and position,
especially close to the turnpoints, seeing the others. But (smil-
ing), you couldn't be 100% sure about anything because you
never knew how much of the 2 kWh your competitor had al-
ready used... With the time scoring instead of the harsh po-
sition scoring used at GP’s it was not necessary to push very
hard at final glide. I think, that’s a kind of boring so I would
appreciate a time bonus for the top finisher (for example 5
minutes for the top finisher?) - this would speed up the final
glide or even the whole task quite a bit.
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Compared to 13.5m World Championship, organised parallel
to this first event, the E-gliders managed to race 2 more days
during the same period! Scrubbed days with marginal weather
conditions seems to be more usable now.

Airfield of Pavullo is slocated in a nice small valley sour-
rounded by many hills, weather was automnal.
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Minimoa No. 5, Nov. 2019
with Tilo Holighaus

What did your learn from this new kind of com-
petition?

Tilo: We learned mainly 4 lessons :

① We flew more! Actually many more days than all other
competitors in the classical gliding contest, which was held
parallel in Pavullo. More or less every day without rain and
marginal thermal activity can be used as a suitable com-
petition day with these e-gliders.

② You can’t trust what you see! So typical “Leach-
ing”, i.e. by using Flarm or Butterfly information, was im-
possible because, unless you were very close to your
competitor, you never knew wether he was currently using
his engine or not. Does he really climb in a 2 m/s? Did he
really find this nice lifting line? Or is his engine currently
on…? Hmmmh - very exciting and fun!

③ You have a lot of new options : with smart use of
the engine you could try out completely different paths -
very 3D thinking! For example it was possible to hop over
passes in the next valley using the engine. Or you could
stretch your glide to reach that wonderful looking cloud.
Or easily climb at this difficult ridges. Or stay above ridges
(a lot of time the best altitude with maximum energy to use)

using short cuts with engine instead of flying around with
big deviations. We had no wave but with some engine help
it would have been even possible to connect to weak wave
system easily.  For Pavullo, my biggest fun was using the
energy lines with occasionally some little use of the engine
allowing endless straight line flying.

④ Safety! With that concept you can use the FES before
getting into trouble. In that hostile landscape, I always
stayed in safe reach of a know landing field. And before I
came below glidepath of that field I simply used this reli-
able engine. What a nice way to stay calm and be able
to concentrate purely on having fun.

And finally, congratulations to Luka Znidarsic, winner of
this first e-glide event on his brand new and stylish Ven-
tus-3F! :-)

Even low, just the idea to
be able to use the en-
gine, makes you stress-
free and able to think
more accurate and also
have fun! Especially as
use of engine does not
mean outlanding in the
score!

Typical “hybrid flight”
phase where you just
need a bit of help to
skip a high terrain area
and/or reach the next
ridge at its best energy
altitude.

“What a nice way to stay calm
and be able to concentrate purely
on having fun”

https://1eglidecontest.home.blog

Daily routine with FES sys-
tem is mainly installation of

set of engine batteries, a
small price to pay for such

freedom in the air.

https://1eglidecontest.home.blog
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A “dead air” area in one part of the task due to any weather or task design problem will
be “jumped” to complete the task. And at the end it is still the best pilot using wisely the
engine and gathering the most energy with best average speed who wins.

Results were displayed in a quite different manner than usual and managed remotely during this
experimental event by NAVITER team. Base of daily scoring is time of the winner, the other pilots

get a “score delay”. This makes an overall score of cumulated time like Tour de France. 

https://www.soaringspot.com/en_gb/iii-fai-135-m-world-gliding-championship-pavullo-2019/results/e-glide


It’s winter time here in Europe and all Northern hemi-
sphere! But first a fast debriefing of this 2019 season. Ho-
nour comes first to our junior pilots who claimed World
titles in Hungary this August. Level of the juniors is more
and more impressive so be sur that Simon Schroeder, Jake
Brattle and other top juniors will push out very soon some
of the seniors in the national teams and renew the top of
the IGC ranking.

More importantly, we can feel a refreshing wind coming
from this new generation with the aim of sharing their pas-
sion dynamically on social media and through nice videos.
British young guys, with their typical humour, made us
laugh during the contest, but are also able to share their
experience in a soft way with other pilots, bravo!

European senior championships were a bit more mixed
feeling with some very bad weather occuring in Poland for

the “big wings classes”. Total points of winners compared
to the other European championships “for small wings”
(held in Slovakia) was close to just 1/3, so you can imagine
the contrast between the 2 events.

Don’t be surprised that Sebastian Kawa managed to win
both Europeans in 18m and 15m class with the SZD
Diana3 and Diana2. This pilot is exceptional. He eventually
chose not to come wih the Diana3 for the Final Grand Prix
in Spain, aiming instead, on a last minute, to a JS3 he
wanted openly to “demonstrate it could win a Final GP”.

So we were really happy here to welcome back from this
event Tilo Holighaus, World Champion in Grand Prix with
the Ventus-3! 3rd FAI title for a Ventus-3 in 3 seasons!

Have fun in the Southern Hemisphere! And enjoy the
rare but so magical flight of winter in North Hemisphere!

Coming next

Minimoa No. 5, Nov. 2019
Schempp-Hirth Team / info@schempp-hirth.com

GLOBAL SCHEMPP-HIRT  

Southern Sailplanes
office@southernsailplanes.com

SCAP G.A.S.E.L.
contact@scap-france.com

Damian Goldenzweig
damigoldenzweig@gmail.com

Dave Springford
dave@foxonecorp.com 

Francois Jeremiasse
francois.jeremiasse@schempp-hirth.com

Maria Pilar Munoz-Lopez
pilar_munoz@yahoo.es

M&H Soaring
heinz@mandhsoaring.com
monty@mandhsoaring.com

Bourgard S.A
Bourgard.P@skynet.be

Henrique Navarro
navarro.henrique@gmail.com

Roberto Vanoni / duoventus@gmail.com
Giorgio Galetto / giorgio.galetto@yahoo.it

LTB Peter Neukom GmbH
info@ltb-peterneukom.ch
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Follow all main international FAI events on www.spr.aero

GP South Africa
18m class
Potchefstroom, South Africa
http://www.sgp.aero/southafrica2020

04/11/20
11/01/20

> GP Chile
18m class
Vitacura, Chile
http://www.sgp.aero/chile2020

18/01/20
25/01/20

> F1.0 GP
Club, Open classes
Leeton, Australia
https://www.f1gp.com.au

29/12/19
04/01/20

FAI World Women GC
Club, Std, 18m classes
Lake Keepit, Australia
https://wwgc2019.com

03/01/20
18/01/20

Maddog Composites
andrew@maddogcomposites.com.au

Antti Lehto
lehto.antti@kolumbus.fi

Keith Ashman / ka3@mweb.co.za
Sean de Klerk / deklerks@mweb.co.za 

Andrew Du Peng
SoaringChina@163.com

Iakov Shrage /iakovshrage@mail.ru
Dmitriy Timoshenko / 97tim@mail.ru

Jaroslav Vach
vach@mtrebova-city.cz

Peter Gönczi
gonczip4@gmail.com

Sailplanes & Services Ltd
ross@sailplaneservices.co.nz

Jozef Snirc
snirc@aerospool.sk 

Thomas Pyls Flygservice
pyls.flygservice@telia.com

Ib Wienberg
wienberg@mail.tele.dk

Erlend Sorbye
esorbye@hotmail.com

LZ design d.o.o.
luka.znidarsic@lzdesign.si

Hithosi Itho
aero-v@fa2.so-net.ne.jp

 TH REPRESENTATIVES

mirek@szybowce.com.pl
Wysockirobert@szybowce.com.pl 
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@schempphirth

European
2017

Champion

Ventus-3
Wolfgang Janowitsch

World
2018

Champion

Ventus-3
Wolfgang Janowitsch

World GP
2019

Champion

Ventus-3
Tilo Holighaus
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